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SERVICE OVERVIEW

Legato Security Compromise Assessment service identifies any past or 

ongoing malicious activity within the client environment. By conducting 

an all-encompassing deep dive of organizational endpoints, monitoring 

key network traffic, and analyzing security logs, our security engineers 

determine whether there has been previous exploitation of the 

environment or endpoint or a persistent malicious presence for a 

prolonged period of time. These assessments empower organizations to 

address threats existing within their network on a proactive level to avoid 

major exploitation.
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ONBOARD

Legato staff work closely with

clients to understand the

organization's infrastructure,

target our investigation, and

tailor our testing.

ASSESS

Legato performs forensic

analyses to identify root causes,

attack vectors, and

compromised assets.

REPORT

At the conclusion of Legato's

investigation, security

specialists deliver an exhaustive

report detailing compromised

systems, methods of attack, and

targeted recommendations to

mitigate future risk.

SERVICE CAPABILITIES

ROBUST INVESTIGATION

We investigate  all endpoints, 

network traffic, and logs to find 

and identify malicious activity.

BUSINESS OUTCOMES

HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION

Investigate both past and present 

data to detect historical and/or 

ongoing malicious activity.

OPTIONAL INCIDENT RESPONSE

Should malicious activity be detected, 

Legato Security's team of security 

experts can help remediate the incident.

ACTIONABLE REPORTING

Detailed assessment reporting 

enables customers to understand 

and improve their security posture.

BREACH PREVENTION

Uncover and eliminate dormant 

threats to prevent a breach from 

occurring.

IMPROVED SECURITY POSTURE

Learn what vulnerabilities exist and 

develop a strategy to eliminate the 

gaps in coverage.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Identify and secure vulnerabilities 

that can lead to non-compliance 

issues.

UNDERSTAND BUSINESS IMPACT

Understand business ramifications of 

a security breach and take steps to 

mitigate those risks.

https://twitter.com/SecurityLegato
https://www.linkedin.com/company/legato-security
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WHY CHOOSE A LEGATO SECURITY COMPROMISE ASSESSMENT?

THE VALUE OF A
LEGATO SECURITY

COMPROMISE
ASSESSMENT

PERSONALIZED
Tailored to the needs of each

organization, Legato Security

ensures that each service meets

the needs and required outcomes

of each customer.

CUSTOMIZED
Each Legato Security service

accounts for the unique needs

and parameters of a customer

environment.

ACTIONABLE
Post-service reports provide

actionable intelligence and

recommendations to further

harden the customer's security

posture.

Expert Analysis & Consulting

Legato Security's cybersecurity analysts are uniquely qualified to advise customer 

organizations on a variety of subjects related to compromise assessment:

Exploited attack surface◦

Compromised assets, credentials, and other data◦

Current status of compromise (i.e. concluded or ongoing)◦

Actionable reporting to inform next steps for customer organization◦

Industry Expertise

Legato Security's analysts have years of experience with organizations of all sizes and 

industries. From municipal governments to large construction contractors, Legato 

Security  has intimate knowledge of the cybersecurity best-practices and best-in-breed 

tools that customer organizations need. Legato Security's  advisors help customer 

organizations gain a deep understanding of their needs and form a coherent security 

strategy in response to detected compromises.

Customer-Centric Approach

Legato Security's expert consulting is tailored to customers' size, maturity and 

projected growth.  Analysts take into account current  industry dynamics, and strategic 

business goals to hone our analysis and recommendations.

Regulatory Compliance

Because Legato Security cybersecurity analysts have a wealth of experience across 

organizational structures and industries, they are able to advise on regulations and 

industry-norms specific to customer organizations. Legato Security helps gain and 

maintain regulatory compliance to ensure customer organizations operate within 

regulatory frameworks.

"Legato Security's Compromise Assessment has  helped us identify gaps  in our 
security coverage that otherwise would have continued to go undetected."

- Security Manager,  Financial Institution
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